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About This Game
Stackems is fast paced puzzle game where the goal is to fill an entire level with different shaped blocks as they slowly drop in
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Patch 1.06 : Hello, friends! Like promised, we are continuing to improve the game according to the advice you give us on the
forums. This update is pretty large and significant. We really hope you will enjoy the changes it brings. Here is the full list of
them: Reworked the aimed shot system; Reworked random encounter balance; You can now refuel at the caravaneers and in
Red Fighter; Stalkers now visit Red Fighter on a certain stage of development; Battle speed can now be changed in the menu;
Better optimization for ATI and GeForce cards; An ability to switch and rebind keys in any way you prefer; Better criticals!
Typos our community found are now fixed; Reworked skill and attribute checks some NPCs have; Fixed Hexogen; Master of
Unlocking now grants XP; Shadow errors in Dead City fixed; Livened up trade in Peregon; Lone Wolf perk does not punish you
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for having Dzhulbars in the party; Modified weight of some items, work is in progress; Characters no longer get stuck on the
Factory level; Some car bugs fixed; A new map for random encounters added; Around ten lesser bugs fixed; We would also like
to use this opportunity to wish you all a happy New Year! Thanks for sticking with us, friends.. 0.8 Global Update : Hello,
friends! Atom Team is online with many great news. The last month was really good for development, and now you get to
experience what we were making for all this time. We really hope these results will be to your liking. In this major update, we
continued to liven up Krasnoznamenny and Peregon with new NPCs and quests. We also listened to you, our dear, dear player
base. You wished for an ability to leave your followers near your personal bunker. It is now possible. You know what else is
possible? Playing a true villain. Sure, you always had a chance to insult a sweet old lady, or punch a grieving father in the throat.
But now, you will be able to turn the Wasteland into dust, by siding with a certain edgy new faction of freaks and weirdos from
up north. Remember to save into a new slot before doing so We promise to make the game completable with this option turned
on, but before that happens it can get pretty boring walking the charred earth. On the other hand, youll get a lovely new follower
if you join the dark side! But the real difference made concerns our gameplay mechanics. This part of our work really earned
this update its name The Global Update. The whole system of roleplaying mechanics will grow double or even triple the
moment you update. You will get tons of new skills to choose from, for yourself and your partners, including the dog. Speaking
of the dog, Dzhulbars will now get armor, pouches, leashes and even helmets he always dreamed of! Tune your mutt as you
please, by giving him certain items and special skills. This update will also add many new items, from beets to shields which
have their own unique set of mechanics in battle. Hand to hand and melee characters will no longer feel left out and weak,
thanks to the new craftable weapons and skills you may choose on level-up. And you will always have an ability to solidify your
name as the Fist of the Central Wastes by working out with a barbell we created inside your bunker! Just dont try to jump it In
other words, the work we made was really huge. So huge, in fact, that its not completely finished. While you will get to play
with everything mentioned above, a small segment of new dialogues and the books are still not translated completely. Some
portraits are also still unfinished. But that will be fixed in a few days or so, we promise! Were really sorry it has come to this yet
again :( Now, for the full changelog: - New video briefing segment - Skill tree - 36+ NPCs, most have quests on them. - 20 new
quests - Better graphics v/ SpeedTree system - Earn a fair buck travelling with the caravans - More craftable weapons - Shields Improved Melee and HtH. - Beets, onions, cheeses and more!. - Dog Armor - New location Fogelevka village (in dev) - New
location Old Scrapyard - New follower - Strippers! - Ten new books - Yashins quest has a conclusion - A way to Die for the
God-Emperor! - Throw grenades anywhere you want in the throw radius - Exploding terrain, watch out for red barrels! - An
ability to leave your followers near the bunker - A gym - Knocking down doors with melee - Many more little things and
tweaks! - A way to turn off cinematics through game settings (helps with bugs with old ATI 5xxxx, 6xxxx models) We really,
really hope you enjoy! Let there be ATOM! As for us, were off to make a new update, which will seem especially great for
those of you who follow the main quest line, wish for new locations and more sexy times for the main character Thank you so
much for sticking with us.. Patch - 0.6.0c : - Fixed the bug with some items disappearing in the inventory. - Fixed enemy
balance (animals and mutants). - Fixed the bug with a gas mask. - Added new recipe. - Fixed the bug with some items
disappearing during crafting. - Added Hunger, Poisoning and Radiation indication. - Added music and sound options. - Fixed
the bug with the overload in the inventory. - Standardized shooting distance for the guns. - Now you can meet the mysterious
couple in the "Roaring forest" only during the night. - Fixed the bug with battles in the caves (no more shooting through walls). Fixed the bug on the global map when you leave the forest. - New alternative animation for the 'kick'. - Two new items (tobacco
and hand-rolled cigarette). - Fixed the bug with the pump in Otrandoye. - Now the Crafting won't close when you sort your
inventory. - Fixed the bug with stats stacking if you have two same items in your hands. - Fixed bugs with heroes statistics. Fixed aggression radius for the enemies. - Fixed the bug when enemies could stand in the same square as the protagonist. Fixed the panic for enemies. - Fixed a lot of minor mistakes. P.S Guys, we're already working on a big update to the game! It
should come out somewhere after the New Year. That doesn't mean that we won't release new patches.. 0.7b : Hello, guys! After
our return from Chernobyl we are doubling down on work! Soon we are planing to release all of the patches for the previous
update and start working on the next major update! Stay tuned. - Fixed item doubling bug; - Fixed the "Ghostly Armor"
distinction bug; - Fixed the infinite exp bug in several dialogues; - Fixed Artemyev's bodyguard bug; - Fixed the reasons the
game crashed during intro movie; - Fixed the companion health indicator bug; - Rebalanced the APS; - Added new armor; - A
health indicator was added for the companion pictures; - Loot generation fixed with some traders; - Log optimizations (fixed
game lagging when playing for too long); - Fixed dissapearing quest log. The continuation of the Mushroom cult quest line will
appear very soon, in the next patch! P.S A little photo report from our trip to Chernobyl.. Information about the 1.0 release :
Hello, friends! A lot of people have been asking - when we will see ATOM? Will it be this year or the next one? Now, we dont
want to ignore our community so here is a small informational post about what we are up to right now. First of all - the game
will come out in the end of December, 2018, no second thoughts about it! Right now we cant say the exact date, but we will say
it in out traditional pre-update post that will come out in the next week. We will use this time to focus on all the new features
and quests which there are many! Although, testing the new content, bug fixes and finalizing the new content is not everything
that we still need to do. Aside from that we are also working on adding some of the hottest features that you, the players, asked
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for! For example, now you can check your dialogue history in the game, use your items on the characters without starting a
dialogue, zoom out the camera further and change the game options without quitting to the main menu. There's a lot of work,
but we are even more determined to finish it! :) And here are some of the screenshots of the new locations. We wouldnt want it
to be just some boring ol text update now do we!.. 1.08 Update Teaser : Greetings, friends! After a month and a half long
development cycle, we are finally ready to announce the contents of the free update, which we are planning to release on March
20 th. We spent our time working on all aspects of the game. Because of this, the game will now feature the following: Quality
of Life improvements (with a whole lot of new features suggested to us by you, our players); Mod creation tools as well as full
mod support; Additional balance rules that do not override previous ones, but add to them greatly; New AI functions; Weapon
tweaks, including changes to AP consumption and to-hit formulae; Tens of new characters with their unique dialogues and
portraits; New questline with two opposing factions; Huge improvements to the stability of the game; New visual effects and
animations; New graphic elements (status icons, items, game art); New locations and random encounters; Bug fixes galore; New
achievements. We will also make another update-related post, with full info on balance changes. Be sure to express your opinion
on the topic when it's ready. Also, a special bullet point, aimed at our English-speaking audience: talented writer Scott Hamm of
Age of Decadence and Battle Brothers fame is now helping us improve the English translation of the game. Thank you very
much, Scott. P.P.S. The saves will NOT become obsolete with this update, you can enjoy the game without the fear of losing
your progress.. 1.073 : Hello, friends! Time for another hotfix. This time we made the following improvements: - Tools no
longer vanish when crafting Heavy Crossbows - Interraction with the Boat added even when Captain is dead - Changed a few
bugs in Dead City (VIL-a and some more) - Optimized Krasnoznamenny, no more lag - Fixed issues with Night Vision - Fixed
Grishka bug on the Factory - Item duplication bug fixed in Tutorial - Random game crashes fixed - Prisoner in factory now
correctly moves away from player path - Car no longer gets stuck on Global map Currently, we have started work on the first
big free DLC which will add new locations, new characters, new quests and even some new mechanics.. 0.8.5 : Hello again,
friends! Our work on another large update, numbered 0.8.5. has finally reached its end and we are ready to upload it for your
enjoyment! What has been done this time? Well, like we said in the announcement, we are continuing to liven up the locations
with new characters, some of which arent just ready to tell you their stories, but also ask for your help in various side-quests. A
huge work has been done with the crafting system - we added new recipes for not only firearms but meds as well. Lots of hours
were spent behind the stage, where we again tinkered with some of the mechanics to further balance out the game. Also, we
have made clothes change possible - you can finally get rid of that sweater for something more fitting your playstyle! Change
log: - Locations filled with 60+ new characters (look for them in Krasnoznamenny, Peregon, Fogelevka and some other places) New crafting recipes. Not just for firearms, but also for medicine and armor; - 20 new quests and juicy solutions to some of the
old ones, including Dans quest line, Kostya the Yobs quest line and more; - Change your clothes! - New visuals for character on
the global map; - New visual effects such as cloud shadows on the ground, fog on location borders, etc; - A large portion of
sounds remastered, new sound effects added, footstep noises now depend on terrain; - New demo global map; - New location The Container Yard; - Rebalanced the perks; - Rebalanced trade, also some wares turn to money in time; - Rebalanced and
improved AI; - New follower commands (point to target, or move to location); - Various bugs fixed As always, we will spend
the next few days hot-fixing new issues, if there will be such.
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